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BENCH DESKING
Bench Desking is a very popular choice
especially for the modern working office. 

Some advantages of Bench Desking: 

 ■ Creates space 
 ■ Adaptable as your office grows
 ■ Increases collaboration
 ■ Available in a wide range of colours  
 ■ and sizes
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FLEXIBLE & INTEGRATED
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C-SENSE
High quality & cost-effective bench desking range
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DESIGNED FOR SIMPLICITY

C-Sense offers a variety of top and frame colours to suit any
office environment. Whether designing or restructuring an 
office C-Sense desking provides great value and quality 
design.

Features:
 ■ 10 year guarantee 
 ■ Easy construction
 ■ Desks available in eight different desk top colours     
 ■ Frames available in black, white, silver and raw metal
 ■ Available with Scallop or Porthole top for simple 
 ■ cable management
 ■ Desks are available in 3 sizes: 1200 x 1600mm, 
 ■ 1400 x 1600mm and 1600 x 1600mm
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C-SENSE BENCH 

Bench is ideal for two people, screens can be added to create 
privacy. Bench 1600mm wide is also perfect for casual meetings, 
as it can fit up to 4 people.

Stocked bench tops 

Available to order tops 

Stocked frame colours

Available to order frame colours
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C-SENSE BENCH ADD ON 

C-Sense bench add on lets you configure workstations of any length, 
this gives you complete control over how your office looks. The 
bench add on’s can be easily added or taken off a workstation so it 
can meet the needs of an ever adapted modern office.

Stocked bench tops 

Available to order tops 

Stocked frame colours

Available to order frame colours
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SIT &
COLLABORATE



SWITCH
Highly Flexible Desking
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THE OPTIONS ARE ENDLESS

Switch is a highly flexible desking range with the ability to 
make complex single structure configurations of any length. 
Five sub systems comprising of various shapes interact 
together to give you the most versatile desking system we 
have ever designed.

Features:
 ■ 10 year guarantee
 ■ Create workstations of any length
 ■ Desks available in nine different desk top colours     
 ■ Frames available in black, white, silver, raw steel 
 ■ and anthracite
 ■ Available with Scallop or Porthole top for simple 
 ■ cable management
 ■ Desks are available in 3 top depths & 6 widths
 ■     120 degree and Crescent are also available to 
 ■     create your perfect desking configuration 
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SWITCH BENCH 

Switch Bench is often used in large offices were colleagues 
collaborate and work together. The options are endless and you 
really can create workstations of any length!

Switch bench offers an impressive 2,052 combinations for 
each line.

Available to order tops 

Available to order frame colours
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2 Person Bench A-Leg 2 Person Bench Open-Leg 2 Person Bench Closed-Leg

4 Person Bench A-Leg

6 Person Bench A-Leg

8 Person Bench A-Leg

4 Person Bench Open-Leg

6 Person Bench Open-Leg

8 Person Bench Open-Leg

4 Person Bench Closed-Leg

6 Person Bench Closed-Leg

8 Person Bench Closed-Leg

SWITCH BENCH RANGE

Bench Desks are available in 3 depths of top: 600mm, 700mm and 800mm.
6 widths are available 1000mm, 1200mm, 1400mm, 1600mm, 1800mm and 
2000mm.
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ENDLESS 
CONFIGURATIONS





SWITCH 120 DEGREE

120 Degree desks are perfect for creating unique desk clusters for 
the purpose of improving communication and collaboration 
within teams.

Available to order tops 

Available to order frame colours
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CREATE UNIQUE
DESK CLUSTERS



SWITCH 120 DEGREE RANGE

120 Degree Desks are available in 2 
widths of top, 1260mm and 1280mm. 

3 Person Bench A-Leg

3 Person Bench Closed Leg

3 Person Bench Open Leg
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SWITCH CRESCENT 

The classic crescent desk shape can be used in groups of 
2 or 4 to create the perfect desking solution with storage.  

Crescent desking also offers a spacious worksurface for two 
people.

Available to order tops 

Available to order frame colours
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SWITCH CRESCENT RANGE

Crescent Desks are available in 
2 widths of top, 1612 mm and 
1812mm. 

Crescent A-Leg

Crescent Closed Leg

Crescent Open Leg
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SPACIOUS 
WORKSURFACE



OPEN LEG BENCH 
WITH INTEGRATED
RETURN DESK





SWITCH BENCH 
WAVE DESK





SWITCH 
DESIGN

Stylish & Highly Flexible Desking
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SCANDI LOOK & FEEL

Switch Design is a highly flexible desking range with the 
ability to make complex single structure configurations of any 
length. The stylish desk comes with a natural oak wooden leg 
and a spacious desk surface. The legs are also completed 
with protective feet to prevent any damage to your floor.

Features:
 ■ 10 year guarantee Create workstations of any length
 ■ Create workstations of any length
 ■ Desks available in nine different desk top colours     
 ■ Natural oak leg finish
 ■ Available with Scallop or Porthole top for simple 
 ■ cable management
 ■ Available in 6 widths from 1000mm to 2000mm.
 ■     Available with 800mm top depth 
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SWITCH DESIGN BENCH

Switch Design offers all the features of Switch Bench but with 
added rustic design - natural oak leg. The bench desk will add a 
unique interior feature to any office and equally compliment any 
colour scheme.

Available to order tops 
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WORKSTATIONS
OF ANY LENGTH



Our FOUR step guide configure workstations of any length

STAGE ONE

Remove the end leg (shown in 
red) from the 2 person workstation. 

STAGE TWO

Take as many shared leg add-on 
workstations that you require. 

STAGE THREE

Place the end leg from the 2 man 
workstation onto the end of the 
last shared leg add-on workstation.  

STAGE FOUR

The finished 4 man workstation.

SWITCH ASSEMBLY EXPLANATION
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Leg Options
Closed Leg Open Leg A-Leg



BEECH GRAPHITE

HARBOUR OAK URBAN OAK WHITE

ARCTIC OAK

DARK WALNUT

GREYMAPLE

BENCH DESKING
Available Top Colours
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ACCESSORIES 

PLYWOOD EDGING Available
Add plywood edging to any of our bench desking ranges. 

Wire Basket Cable Spine Heavy Duty Tray Cable Housing
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Plant - a - Tree 

QUITE SIMPLY, FOR EVERY DESK WE SELL,  
WE WILL PLANT A TREE.

We are a environmentally aware and an environmentally sustainable 
company.

We have an exciting partnership with the Global Climate Institute, where 
we plant a tree in Tanzania for every desk sold.

These trees will be planted in Tanzania and distributed to individuals, 
families and groups, like churches, schools and clinic. A variety of spe-
cies are distributed to provide fruit, fencing,        nitrogen fixing, firewood 
and animal feed and medicine.

A word about our partner…

Experienced agro forestry trainers and trained workers are hired to grow 
tree seedlings in the nursery. These employees develop the nursery, train 
other families in the program, as well as the community at large, on how 
to plant and take care of the trees. They distribute seedlings once the 
holes have been prepared for planting and oversee the maintenance 
and care of the trees. Trees are distributed to individuals, families and 
groups, like churches, schools and clinics. A variety of species are distrib-
uted to provide fruit, fencing, nitrogen fixing, firewood, animal feed and 
medicine.
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